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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Pharmaoy Laws and»Colleges -- From the time when the first
Board of Registration in Pharmacy was established in the otate
of Massachusetts,

In 1885, until the present day, the laws gov¬

erning pharmacy have changed constantly to keep pace with the
expansion and progress — due to new scientific developments —
in this field.

This problem is concerned with the factors

that were associated with the success and failure of candidates
taking the State Board Examination in Pharmacy during the last
8ix years.
Prior to 1885, there were no laws controlling the study
or practice of pharmacy.

It was the accepted procedure to

serve an apprenticeship under a registered pharmacist for a
suitable length of time (this depended upon the individual,
as there was no specified time of apprenticeship), then to de¬
clare oneself a pharmacist and to establish oneself in busi¬
ness.

When the Board came into Doing, a minimum requirement

of four years’ apprenticeship under a registered pharmacist
was necessary in order to take the examination given by the
Board of Registration in Pharmacy.

The first Board was re¬

cruited from among the existing pharmacists; all proprietors
were given a certificate Form
iForra
,f
”
"
"

#l} the clerks were given Form

tjtI Green seal, given to proprietors in 1885.
jf2 Red seal, given to clerks (with four years experience) in 1885.
fl Gold seal, given on examination from 1885 to 1891.
#3
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
1891 to present.
£5
"
"
n
t& Assistant Registered Pharmacist
from 1910 to present.

---^.^'m****m*#i**c~

- 3 ffZ,

After this time, all those seeking registration were re¬

quired to take the State Board Examination:

these were award¬

ed Form #3.
What may be considered as the inception of the idea of
going to school to learn pharmacy was the formation of the
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, which was founded in 1821.
For, although there were no laws at this time to regulate the
making of a pharmacist, there was a definite trend toward pro¬
fessional improvement, within the profession itself.

The

Philadelphia College was a self-protective association to sta¬
bilize prices, and to guard against impurities in imported
drugs.

Formal classes did not begin until 1847; it is safe to

say that the organization formed in Philadelphia by pharmacists,
for the standardization of accepted pharmaceutical procedure,
was the true parent of today’s College of Pharmacy, with aims
paralleling those of the Philadelphia College.

However, it was

thirty-four years later that the Massachusetts College of Phar¬
ma ce in Boston, Massachusetts, began formal classes; this, in
the year 1857.
By the time the State Board was established, in 1885,
there were between thirty-five and forty colleges in existence;
the course usually lasted for one year, and classes met two to
three days per week.

At the turn of the century, pharmacy

courses had progressed to a minimum two-year course; in some
cases classes were held three days per week, and in others five.
New York State pioneered in the field of Pharmaceutical Educa-

4
tion; for, in 1909, it was required by law that a student must
have college training before taking the State Board Examination
in that state.

Vifith this as an example, other states began to

follow the trail blazed by the state of .New York, until — in
1934 — all but eleven states

p

required college graduation as

a prerequisite to State Registration.

Amazingly enough, it

was not until a year ago that four years of college training
became mandatory for State Registration in Massachusetts. Prior
to January 1, 1949, practical experience was interchangeable
with school experience; it being required only that a student
spend four years at the study of pharmacy — whether it were
practical experience or"book learning’1 was immaterial, for
Massachusetts still accepted a four-year apprenticeship under
the supervision of a registered pharmacist.

A personal thirst

for knowledge was the sole impetus to prompt a pharmacy student
to go to school; that many of them did go to school, and in
growing numbers, proves eloquently that they were desirous of
acquiring the knowledge to pass the state Board Examination
and to practice pharmacy accurately.

since January 1, iy49,

all students must have completed four years of college train¬
ing tor training in approved schools;

in order to take the

State Board Examination.
Today, Vermont and Nevada are the only states that do not

2

The eleven states are:
Arizona, Arkansas, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New
Mexico, Tennessee, and Vermont.
(Guidance Leaflet in Pharmacy,
Leaflet £14. United states Government Printing office.

—
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require graduation from an approved school or college. Reci¬
procity between states is enjoyed by all graduates who are
registered or licensed to practice pharmacy in their own state;
but they must be registered by examination one year before ap¬
plying for reciprocity, and must be in good standing.

The on¬

ly exceptions to this custom are the States of California,
Florida and New York — these states demand an examination.
Board of Registration, and State Board Examination —
The Board of Registration in Pharmacy consists of ’'five mem¬
bers, residents of the commonwealth, .skilled pharma¬
cists, ......and have had ten consecutive years of practical
experience in the compounding and dispensing of physicians*
prescriptions, and shall actually be engaged in the drug bus¬
iness. Not more than one member shall have any financial in¬
terest in the sale of drug3.in the same councillor dis¬
trict.
One member shall annually be appointed by the gover¬
nor.for five years.
It is this Board of Registration which gives the examination
to aspiring pharmacists.

From 1887 to about 1900, the examina¬

tion entailed practical work in pharmacy; an oral examination,
covering identification of drugs and chemicals; it included
very little or no chemistry.

Since 1900, ’’the examination for

Registered Pharmacist is divided into six parts having equal
credits, as follows;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
8.

Dispensing of five prescriptions
Written examination in Pharmacy
'Written examination in Ivlateria Medica
Written examination in Chemistry
Written examination in Pharmaceutical Arithmetic
Oral examination consisting of questions in
Pharmacy, Materia Medica, Chemistry, Posology,
Toxicology, and Pharmacy Law.

^Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Pharmacy Laws, p. 4.

-

o

-

The examination for Assistant Pharmacist is divided into four
parts having equal credits, as follows:
1. Dispensing of five prescriptions
2. Y/ritten examination in Pharmacy and Materia
Medica
3. Written examination in Chemistry and Pharma¬
ceutical Arithmetic
4. Oral examination consisting of questions in Phar¬
macy, Materia Medica, Chemistry, Posology,
Toxicology, and Pharmacy law."15In order to take this examination one must be a oitizen of the
United States, twenty-one years of age, a graduate of an ap¬
proved college or school of pharmacy, and have at least one
year of experience in a retail drug store in the United States.
A certificate of registration as a pharmacist is only given to
an applicant attaining a grade of at least 60$ in any subject,
and an average grade of not less than 75$ in all subjects.

A

certificate of registration as an assistant may be given any
applicant attaining a grade of not less than 50$ in any sub¬
ject and an average grade of not less than 75$ in all subjects
provided he is at least nineteen years of age.

Incidentally,

the Assistant Pharmacist has all of the privileges of the Reg¬
istered Pharraaoist except that he cannot be alone in the drug
store for more than one six-hour period in any one day;

and

he may not own or operate his own store.
Entrance Requirements and Degrees Granted — As the State
Laws have increased their demands upon pharmacy schools and
colleges, so these schools have made their entrance require¬
ments more rigid.

Prom the inception of schools and colleges

4 Commonwealth of Massachusetts, op. cit.

p. 26.

- 7 of pharmacy, and up to 1890, there were no definite prerequi¬
sites to entering the then-existing schools.* The first con¬
dition to be imposed was that of grammar school graduation,
this later was extended to one year of high school; from the
year 1912 on, high school graduation was essential — though
the course taken in high school was not specified.

It was

preferred that a potential pharmacy student have taken the
College Preparatory Course, although he would he accepted even
if he had taken the General or Commercial Course.

Since 1921,

in Massachusetts, fifteen units are necessary for entrance;
eight units of required subjects, seven elective.
eight required units are:

Among the

English — four units; algebra,

geometry, history and science -- one unit each.

It is recom¬

mended that ohemistry and physics be chosen from among the
electives.

i

From 1895 to 1910, two years of thirty-two weeks (five
days per week) were required in order to receive the degree of
Graduate in Pharmacy (Ph.G.); then between 1910 and 1923, this
same degree required two years, five days per week, or three
years, four days per week.

With one additional year of study,

the graduate student was awarded the degree of Pharmaceutical
Chemist (Ph.C.).

By 1927, the requirements had increased to

three years -- of thirty-two weeks -- for the Graduate in
Pharmacy Degree; and, in 1936, the present-day standard fouryear oourse was accepted as minimum, with a Bachelor of Science
Degree in Pharmacy being awarded,

^n additional year of study

- s -

earned either a Degree of Pharmaceutical Chemist or a Master
of Science Degree in Pharmacy; further study (an over-all
course of six years) merited the Doctor of Pharmacy Degree
(Phm.D.) or the Doctor of Science Degree in Pharmacy.

Today,

the degrees received for study in pharmacy have changed in
nomenclature.

At one time, a Bachelor of Pharmacy Degree was
\»

awarded, but this was abandoned because of the resultant con¬
fusion with the Baohelor of Philosophy Degree -- both having
the same abbreviation (Ph.B.).

The Doctor of Pharmacy Degree

is now an honorary degree; the Graduate in Pharmacy has been
superseded by the Bachelor of Science Degree in Pharmacy; the
Pharmaceutical Chemist Degree by the Master of Science Degree
in Pharmacy.

The highest degree attainable is the Doctor of

Philosophy Degree in Pharmacy, awarded after seven years of
study.

The final result of these gradual alterations is the

establishment of degrees and standards to conform with schools
and colleges in other fields.
History of Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy —
Included herein is a brief history of the Western Massachusetts
School of Pharmacy as illustrative of the growth and change
taking place in the field of pharmacy in recent years.

It is

an "approved school”, as this term is defined in the Pharmacy
Laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Chapter 112, £24.
It is approved by the Board of Registration in Pharmacy, the
Board of Collegiate Authority, and the Veterans* Administra¬
tion; and the curriculum conforms with the requirements of the

- 9 Pharmaceutical Syllabus of the American Council of Pharmaceuti¬
cal Education.
In order to appreciate fully the progress made by the
school in its short life, one must be cognizant of its exceed¬
ingly modest origin.

In 1927, a Holyoke pharmacist, Joseph

Gagne, tutored the son of one of his colleagues two days a
week for one year.

On examination by the Board of Registra¬

tion in Pharmacy, this young man received an average of 83% —
the required mark for registration is 75%.

In 1928, Mr. Gagne

had three students, one day a week; by 1929, he was tutoring
sixteen students.

In 1934, he held the first formal ola3ff,

consisting of twelve students, in the rear of his pharmacy.
Mildred G. Gagne, his wife, who had become licensed in pharma¬
cy that year, was his assistant.

In 1936, an apartment over

the pharmacy was secured in order to provide more room; by
i

this time the student body was represented by neighboring
towns and cities as distant as Pittsfield and Worcester.
"Ihe Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy, of Willimansett, Massachusetts, was organized and began teaching Sep¬
tember, 1939.
It was incorporated April 4, 1944, under Chap¬
ter 180 of the Massachusetts General Laws as a non-profit
sharing organization.
It was in 1939 that the School moved to the present loca¬
tion; it was instructing eighty part-time students and possess¬
ed a faculty of »ix members,

'fhe School facilities included

n

’Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy, 1949-1950 Catalogue.
p.2.
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three classrooms said three laboratories.

In 1941, the School

offered a three-year program, with classes meeting three days
a week:

three students graduated from this course.

The four-

year schedule was inaugurated in 1942, with classes held full¬
time, or five days per week.
class were:

Entrance requirements for this

fifteen units from secondary school; eight requir¬

ed subjects, and seven electives.

The first class to graduate

consisted of three students; originally there were eight mem¬
bers in this class, but the warhad decimated their number —
and the number of part-time (or special) students had dwindled
from one hundred and twenty to thirty-five, also because of
the war.
In 1946, approval of the Board of Registration in Pharma¬
cy, the Board of Collegiate Authority, and the Veterans* Ad¬
ministration, was granted to the School.

it was then that
i

the Otis I.Q. Test was instituted as a prequisite, with
high school record, to entrance; it was the first School of
Pharmacy in Massachusetts to initiate such a requirement.
Today, the Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy has a
faculty of eighteen members and a student body of two hundred
and twenty full-time students.

There is an Administration

Building (housed in what was the original School) comprised
of offices, library, recreation rooms, and one classroom.
There are two other buildings, containing two classrooms each
(20' x 30*), as well as laboratories for pharmacy, chemistry,
materia medica, and botany; all of these are fully equipped

-

11

-

to give the practical experience which is a necessary adjunct
to the study of pharmacy and ita allied sciences.
On June 24, 1950, the 8ohool was granted the power to
award a Bachelor of Science Degree in Pharmaoy.

In 1927, the

School had no monetary value; in 1929, when it was incorporat¬
ed, it possessed an intrinsic value of 1*1,500.00; at present,
it is valued at' §119,000.00.

CHAPTER II
PLAN

PROCEDURE

CHAPTER II
PLAN — PROCEDURE
I

.

N

The Problem Defined -- The problem is to determine the
factors associated with the success and lack of success in
passing the state Board Examination in Pharmacy.

The case-

study method has been employed to discern what aspects of an v
individuals experience, ability and background are instrumen¬
tal in his success or failure.
Materials and Subjects — The case-study method, mention¬
ed above, was applied to a representative group of forty grad¬
uates of the western Massachusetts school of Pharmacy.

These

forty individuals have been divided equally into two groups:
twenty pharmacists who were successful in their first attempt
at the state Board Examination, and twenty who failed it the
first time,

School records have been consulted; I.Q.*s inves¬

tigated, where they existed.

,An effort has been made to de/

termine whether the student has had drug store experience, and
whether this factor was to his advantage while attending sohooL
A questionnaire has been sent to all forty students in order to
obtain any and all information about him during his school ca¬
reer, that might be pertinent to the solution of the problem*
Each case-study was written up, and all the information ob1

tained from the questionnaires and other data was carefully
evaluated to determine what factors are associated with suei

cess in the State Board Examination.
General Procedure — The following procedure has been
used to gather and correlate all the available facts:

r 14
First,

it was necessary to consult the School files for the

purpose of acquiring a list of graduates.

From this list,

forty student^ were selected; of necessity, twenty must have
/

passed"the State Board Examination at the initial effort, and
twenty must have failed at the initial effort.

A question¬

naire was constructed and mimeographed, and then mailed to
•

each of the forty graduates.

i

A letter was enclosed with this

questionnaire, as was a stamped, self-addressed envelope,

A

copy of the letter is included in Appendix I.
A sample questionnaire appears in Appendix II.
the questionnaires were returned promptly..

Most of

However, while

awaiting final returns, other research was carried out.
.

After

i

allowing a period of two weeks' grace, the delinquent individ¬
uals were contacted by telephone; this produced the expected
results, and the forty questionnaires are included in the study.
/

A case study of each individual is written up, and the
various factors as they have emerged from the answers to the
\

questionnaires are evaluated.

In most cases, high school

grades and the year of graduation were secured from the files
of the Western ‘Massachusetts School of Pharmacy.

Where this

data was lacking, the various high schools were most cooperaI

tive in supplying the information requested.

Since the School

t

has no record of I.Q. marks,’* due to rapidly changing standards,
these

were obtained from the high schools; though it was dis-

* Hot all I.Q. *s were available.
I.Q.'s were found for all suc¬
cessful students; but there were none established for twelve
of the unsuccessful students.

15
covered that in many cases even the high schools had no record
of I.Q, marks,

All averages of the students in question,

while they attended Pharmacy School, were easily accessible in
the School files,
A comparison is drawn to weigh the successful against the
unsuccessful candidates in the State Board Examination.

In

studying the successful graduates, an attempt is made to deter¬
mine what factors frere the decisive ones in their success; con¬
versely, an effort will be made to determine what contributed
to the failure of those who did not succeed at first.

Having

carefully considered the results of the questionnaire and other
data, it should be apparent which aspects of the graduate phar¬
macists experience have been of value and which have not.

CHAPTER III
CASE STUDIES

CHAPTER III

CASE STUDIES
Of the following forty case studies, those numbered 1-20
concern successful candidates; those numbered 21-40 concern un¬
successful candidates at the State Board Examination.
Case 1
1. Chronological age -- 24
2. I.Q. — 104
2. School average
a. High school — 62
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy -- 80
4. Science marks

,

a. High school — chemistiy, - 63 biology1-85, mathematics - 74
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — chemistry76, mathematics - 83
5. Work experience
a.
b.
o.
d.

High school -- Hone
V/estern Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 3 years
Military service -- None
Time elapsed between high school and college —■ 1 year

6. Courses followed
a. High school — College Course
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 4 year course
7. Registration in Pharmacy
a. How long registered pharmacist -- 4 years
b. How long in present position -- 1 year
8. Interest in pharmacy -- His interest in pharmacy began in 1942,
prompted by work in a drug store, beoause he liked to meet
people and liked the medical work which is connected with
pharmacy.
9. Conclusion: With an I.Q. of 104, he maintained a D average
while in high school; while at college his general average
was C. His grades remained constant in mathematics and sci¬
ence.
Work experience was a contributing factor to his suc¬
cess in passing the State Board Examination.

gat?

2. I.Q. — 113
3. School average
a. High school -- 85
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 80
4. Science marks
a. High school — general science - 70t biology - 73,
mathematics - 78
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy -- chemistry80, mathematics - 92
5. Work experience
a.
b.
c.
d.

High school - Hone
Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 4 years
Military service — Hone
Time elapsed between high school and college -- 1 year

5. Courses followed
a. High school — College course
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 4-year course
7. Registration in Pharmacy
a. How long registered pharmacist — 4 years
b. How long in present position — 4 years
@. Interest in pharmacy — Her interest in pharmacy was engen¬
dered by a magazine article.
This was the only information
vouchsafed in the questionnaire.
9. Conclusion:
With an l.Q. of 113 and a high school average
of Bt she apparently attained capacity work.
In college
she attained an average of C, which shows a drop in her
grades, probably due to time spent working while attending
school.
Although the work experience may have hindered her
from making higher grades, it was beneficial in her success
at the State uoard Examination.

- 19 Case 3
1. Chronological age — 34
2. I.Q. — 137
3. School average
a. High school — 85
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 80
4. Science marks
a. High school — chemistry - 92, physics - 90,
mathematics - 80
b» Western Massachusetts School of pharmacy — chemistry 89, mathematics - 93

.

5

Work experience
a.
b.
c.
d.

High school — None
Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 2 years
Military service -- As a weather observer
X'ime elapsed between high school and college —
13 years

6. Courses followed
a. High school — General Course
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 4 year course
7. Registration in Pharmacy
a. How long registered pharmacist -- 6 months
b. How long in present position -- 6 months
8. Interest in pharmacy — His interest in pharmacy was prompt¬
ed by a keen interest in chemistry which originated in high
school; he wanted a vocation related to it.
9. Conclusion: With an I.Q. of 137 and a high school average
of B, it is evident that he did not work to capacity.
In
college he attained an average of C; since he did not work
while in high school, the drop in his average may be attri¬
buted to his part time work while at college. Perhaps the
lapse of 13 years between high school and college, during
which time he had no connection with the field of pharmacy,
also contributed to this drop in average. Although it
would appear from his averages that he never approached his
capacity, his science grades remained consistently high.

20

Case 4
1. Chronological age — 21
2. 1«Q» —— 120
2. School average
a. High school — 88
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 87
4. Science marks
a. High school -- general science - 85, mathematics - 86
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — chemistry91, mathematics - 89
5. Work experience
a.
b.
c.
d.

High school — 2 years
Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 3 years
Military service — Hone
Time elapsed between high school and college — Hone

6* Courses followed
a. High school -- Commercial Course
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 4 year course
i

7. Registration in Pharmacy
a. How long registered pharmacist — 6 months
b. How long in present position --3 months*
8. Interest in pharmacy -- His interest in pharmacy was aroused
by employment in a drug store, curiosity about the prescrip¬
tion department, and was stimulated by registered pharmacists.
9. Conclusion:
He had an I.Q. of 120, a B average both in high
school and college, and experience in a drug store.
While he
attained a B average in high school taking the Commercial
Course, he maintained this B average in college following a
scientific course.
The fact that he showed the same inclina¬
tion for commercial subjects and for the sciences is evidence
that he utilized his ability.

*He has been on active duty with the armed forces for three
month8.

til
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Case 5
1. Ghronolgioal age — 23
2. I.Q. — 124
«

3. School average
a. High school - 78
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy -- 85
4. Science marks
a. High school — general science - 73, physiology - 75,
physics - 86, chemistry - 89, mathematics - 80
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — chemistry 88, mathematics - 93
5. Work experience
a.
b.
o.
d.

High school — 1 year
Western Llassachusetts School of Pharmacy -- 4 years
Military experience — Hospital corpsman in the navy
‘l'ime elapsed between high school and college — None

6. Courses followed
a. High school — General Course
b. 'Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 4 year course
7. Registration in Pharmacy
a. How long registered pharmacist -- lj- years
b. How long in present position — lj- years
8. Interest in pharmacy — He was interested in all things
scientific, especially chemistry; he credits his employer
with having directed his interest toward pharmacy.
9. Conclusion:
With an I.Q. of 124 and a high school average
of C, he took more than the required amount of science
credits in high school. Despite the face that his general
average was C, both in high school and college, he maintain¬
ed a B average in chemistry in both high school and college;
and his grades in mathematics rose from a B in high school
to an A in college. Although his college career was inter¬
rupted by service in the navy, he probably benefitted by
this experience since he served as a hospital corpsman.

-

2?

-

Case 6
1. Chronological age -- 24
2. I. Q. -- 114
2, School average
a. High school — 65
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 80
4. Science marks
a. High school -- biology - 69, mathematics - 64
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — chemistry 80, mathematics - 92
5. Work experience
a.
b.
o.
d.

High school — 2 years
Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 4 years
Military service -- Medical oorpsman in the navy
ii'ime elapsed between high school and college — 2 years

6. Courses followed
a. High school -- General Course
b. Western Massachusetts school of pharmacy — 4 year course
7. Registration in Pharmacy

1

a. How long registered pharmacist -- 6 months
b. How long in present position — 4 months*
8. Interest in pharmacy — His interest in pharmacy began
while he was employed as a hospital attendant.
9. Conclusion:
With an I.Q. of 114 and a high school average
of D it is evident that he did not work to capacity. His
average rose to a C in college.
There was a lapse of three
years between high school and college, but sinoe he served
as a medical corpsman during this time, the experience must
have proved useful to him. His science marks rose from a D
(biology) in high school to a C (chemistry) in college; his
grade3 in mathematics also rose from a D to an A.
This im¬
provement may have been due to a more mature approach to
studying.

*He has been on active duty with the armed forces for four
months.

^V^>r

- 23 Case 7
1. Chronological age — 23
2. I.Q. -- 108
3. School average
a. High school — 82
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 79
4. Science marks
a. High school -- chemistry - 78, biology - 85,
mathematics - 88
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy -- chemistry 76, mathematics - 87
5. Work experience
a.
b.
c*
d.

High school — 2 years
Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy -- 4 years
Military service — Pharmacists mate in the navy
Time elapsed between high school and college - 4 years

8. Courses fallowed
a. High school — College Course
b* Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 4 year course
/

7. Registration in Pharmacy
a. How long registered pharmacist — 2 years
b. How long in present position — 2 years
8. interest in pharmacy — His work as pharmacist's mate in
the Navy influenced him in his choice of pharmacy as a
career*
9* Conclusion:
With an l.Q* of 108 and a D average both in
high school and oollege, it is evident that work experience
and the influence of two pharmacists in his immediate family
were determining factors in his success* He had a limited
ability, but practical experience evidently compensated for
a lack of scholarship*

24
Cast 8
1* Chronological ago — 21
2* I.Q. — 122
2. School average
a* High school — 88
b* Western Massachusetts School of Phantasy -- 89
4. Science marks
a* High school — physics - 87, chemistry - 89,
■athenatics - 86
b* Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy —
chemistry - 84, mathematics • 92
5* Work experience
a*
b*
c*
A.
6.

High school — 2 years
Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 4 years
Military service — Hone
Time elapsed between high school and college — Hone

Courses followed
a* High school — College Course
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 4 year course

7• Registration in Pharmacy
«

a

a* How long registered pharmacist -- 6 months
b* How long in present position — 6 months
8* Interest in pharmacy — His interest in pharmacy was aroused
by his employer whom he held in great esteem because of the
service he rendered to the community* This pharmacist in¬
spired in the young man a desire to emulate him*
9* Conclusion: With an I.Q* of 122 and high school and oollege
averages of B, it is evident that he approached capacity. His
grades in scienee in high school were B, while in college it
dropped to a C; in mathematics his grade rose from a B in
high school to an A in college* The time which he spent in
working did mot prove a deterrent in his school work, and the
practical experience proved valuable to his success*

rr-yfr.

- 25 Caae 9
1* Chronological age — 21
2. I «Q • —*105
3* School average
&• High school — 88
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy_85
4• Science marks
a* High school — chemistry - 95, biology - 87, general
science - 85, mathematics - 88
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy _
chemistry - 91, mathematics - 89
5. Work experience
a«
b.
c.
d.

High school — Hone
Western Massachusetts Sohool of Pharmaoy — 2 years
Military service •• None
Time elapsed between high school and oollege — Hone

6* Courses followed
a* High sohool — College Course
b* Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy -- 4 year course
7* Registration in Pharmacy
a* How long registered pharmacist — 6 months
b* How long in present position — 5 months
8. Interest in pharmaoy — Her interest in pharmacy was aroused
by a clipping encountered at random.
9. Conclusion: With an I.Q. of 105 and a high sohool average of
B, she approaohed capacity. Her average in oollege dropped to
a C, although her marks in science remained consistently high.
The time spent in working undeniably took an effect on her
studies, but the practical experience gained was probably
helpful; persistence and hard work were important factors in
her success.

SB
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- 26 Cast 10
X* Chronological age — 22
£• I«Qt **“ 112
5. School arerag©
a. High sohool — 86
b, Western Massachusetts School of Pharmaey — 85
4* Seienoe narks
a« High sohool — general soienee - 87, physios - 86,
biology -89, mathematics - 92
b. Western Massachusetts Sohool of Pharnaoy —
chemistry - 91, mathematics - 92
5. Work experience
a*
b.
a.
A,

High sohool — 1 year
Western Kassaehusetts School of Pharmaey — 5 years
Military aerrioe — None
Time elapsed between high sohool and college -- None

6, Courses followed
a* High school — College Course
b* Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — Special
Course
i

7* Registration in Pharmacy
a* How long registered pharmacist — 5 years
0, How long in present position — 5£ years
8* Interest in pharmacy — Her interest in pharmacy was prompted
hy her work in a drug store. She liked the work so well that
it seemed natural to make pharmacy her e&reer,
9, Conclusion: With an I.Q, of 112 and a B average in high school,
her grades dropped to a C in college. In the soienee
courses she maintained a B average in both high school and
oollege, while her grades in mathematics rose from a C to a B
in college. Time consumed in working may have had an adverse
effect on her grades, but the practical experience gained un¬
doubtedly compensated for this.

- 27 Case 11

1* Chronological ago — 21
2* I.Q. — 108
8* Softool arerago
a* Higft Softool —75
Western Massachusetts Senool or Pharmacy _ 80
4* Seienoe marks
a* Higft Softool — Often is try - 75 # physios - 771
matftematies - 70
ft* Western Massachusetts Senool of Pharmacy —
eftemistry - 75, matftematies - 88
5* Work experience
a*
ft*
e*
&•

Higft Softool — 1 year
Western Hassaonnsetts School of Pharmacy — 4 years
Military serrioe — Hone
Time elapsed between high Softool and college — Hone

6* Courses followed
a* Higft Softool — General Course
ft. Western Massaenusetts Softool of Pharmacy — 4 year course
7* Registration in Pharmacy
a* Hew long registered pharmacist — 6 months
ft. How long in present position — 8 months*
8* Interest in pharmacy — His interest in pharmacy was aroused
fty his work in a drug store.
9* Cenelusion: With an I*d* of 108 and a high school average
of Cf he maintained this average at college. His grade in
chemistry dropped from a C in higft Softool to a S at college;
yet his mark in mathematics rose from a C in high school to
a B at oollege. Since he had to work all four years while at
college, the time thus spent may hare worked to his disadvan¬
tage; yet the practical experienee gained proved ftenefieial
to his success*

*He has been on active duty with the armed forces for three
months•

- 28 Case 12

1* Chronological age -- 27
2. I.Q. -- 149

3* School average
a* Hlgn school — 88
a* Weeteni Massachusetts Seaooi of Pharmacy_89

4* Science maria
a. Hign aenool — cnemiatry - 88r pnysica - 88# general
aoicnee - 85t matnematioa - 79
to. Western Massachusetts Sonool of Pharmacy -cnemiatry - 90f mathematics - 89
9* Work experience
a*
to*
o.
d.

Hign school — 1 year (not in a drug store)
Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 4 years
Military serrice — Pharmacist's mate in tne nary
Time elapsed toetween nign aenool and college — 1 year

6. Courses followed
a* Hign aohool — General Course
to • Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy -- 4 year course
7* Registration in Pharmaoy
a* How long registered pharmacist — l£ years
to* How long in present position — 1 year
8* Interest in pharmacy — His interest was diverted from
chemistry to pharmacy toy an adult education advisor because
ef religious discrimination in tne ehemioal field.
9* Conclusion: With an I.Q. of 149, he maintained a B average
in tooth high sonool and college. His grades in chemistry and
mathematics remained constant tooth in high school and college:
B in chemistry and C in mathematics. With a high I.Q. it is
evident that he did not fulfill his potential; that there were
no higher grades achieved may toe attributed to the time con¬
sumed in working.

(

- 29 Case IS
1. Chronological ago — si

2. I*Q • — 120
3* School aYorago
a* High school — 86
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmaoy_80
4* Science narks
a. High School — chemistry - 95, biology - 87, general
science - 85, mathematics - 80
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy _
chemistry - 89, mathematics - 80
5* Work experience
a*
b*
o»
4*

High sohool — Hone
Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy -- 3 years
Military serriee — Hone
Time elapsed between high school and college — Hone

6• Courses followed
a* High sohool — College Course
b* Western Massachusetts Sohool of Pharmaoy — 4 year course
7. Registration in Pharmaoy

'

a* How long registered pharmacist — 6 months
b. Hew long in present position — 6 months
8* Interest in pharmacy — An interest in science led her to
studying pharmacy*
9. Conclusion: With andl.Q* of 120, a high school average of B;
in the sciences she maintained a B arerage both in high school
and college; yet her general arerage dropped to a C, We may
assume that time spent in working after she reached college
was responsible for the drop in her arerage, since she did
not work while in high school*

- so Case 14
1* Chronological age —- SO

2. I.Q* — 111
5* Soheol average
a* High school — 89
b* Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy —- 80
4. Science marks
a* High School — chemistry - 88# physios - 78.
mathematics - 88
b* Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy —
chemistry - 77* mathematics - 82
5* Work experience
a*
b*
e.
d*

High school — 1 year (not in a drug store)
Western Massachusetts School of Pharmaoy — 4 years
Military service — Pharmacist** mate in the navy
Time elapsed between high school and oollege — 5 years

6* Courses followed
a. High school — College Course
b* Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy -- 4 year course
7* Registration in Pharmacy
a* How long registered pharmacist — 6 months
b. How long in present position -- 6 months
8* Interest in pharmaoy -- He left a Job in a factory to work in
a drug store, despite a out in pay* because of an interest in
chemistry*
It was this interest in chemistry that led him to
study pharmacy*
9* Conclusion: With an I.Q. of 111 and a high school average of
B* his average in college dropped to a C* His marks in the
soienees also dropped from those he maintained while in high
school*
It is probable that the interim spent in the service
between high sohool and college was partly responsible for
the drop in marks* despite the fact that this service was
spent as a pharmacist's mate* He worked part time W&H* in
oollege for four years* which was evidently too mush for him
to carry*

- SI C»a« IB
I# ChronoXogiOAl age —— 28
2. I*Q • — 127
Z. Sohool average
a* High sohool — 78
Western Massachusetts Sohool of Pharmacy_82
4. Solonoo marks
o* High sohool — "biology - 89* mathematics - 90
b* Western Massachusetts Sohool of Pharmacy_
chemistry - 78* mathomatios - 87
5* Work oxporioaoo
a*
b•
o*
d.

High sohool — Sons
Western Massachusetts Sohool of Pharmacy <*• 4 years
Military service
Pharmacist's mate in the ooast guard
Time elapsed hetveen high sohool and eollege — 7 years

6* Courses followed
a* High sohool — Commeroial Course
b* Western Massaohusetts Sohool of Pharmacy •- 4 year course
7* Registration in Pharmaoy
a# How long registered pharmaoist — 6 months
b* How long in present position -- 6 months
8* Interest in pharmacy — His experienoe as a pharmacist’s mate
in the ooast guard prompted him to study pharmaoy*
9* Conclusion; With an I*Q* of 127, he maintained the same
average of C in both high school and college* He did not
fulfill his potential* as was evidenoed by the drop in his
soienoe marks between high school and college:
in high sohool
he had a B in biology* while in college he only achiered a 3)
in chemistry; in mathomatios he went from an K in high sohool
to a B in eollege* Returning to his studies after an absence
of seven years was probably a handicap* despite the fact that
this inoluded time spent as a pharmacist's mate in the coast
guard* Practical experienoe gained in working, in addition
to his pharmaceutical training in the ooast guard prored
beneficial in his success at the State Board Examination} this
despite a lowered average at college*

- 32 Cage 16
1. Chronological age — 37
2. I.Q • — 118
3. School average
a* High school — 83
b* Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 79
4. Science marks
a. High school — biology - 74, general science - 84.
mathematics - 87
*
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy _
chemistry - 84, mathematics - 93
5. Work experience
a*
h.
e.
d.

High sWhcol — None
Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 4 years
Military service — Supply sergeant in the army
Time elapsed between high school and college — 16 years

6. Courses followed
a* High school — Commercial Course
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmaoy — 4 year course
7* Registration in Pharmaoy
a* How long registered pharmacist — 6 months
b. How long in present position — 6 months
8. Interest in pharmaoy — He liked to meet and deal with the
public, and it was this aspect of pharmaoy that first aroussd
his interest*
9* Conclusion: With an I.Q. of 118 and a high school average
of C, his average at college fell to a D; however, his science
grades remained constant and his grades in mathemathies rose
from a B to an A. There was a lapse of sixteen years between
high school and oollege, which was probably Responsible for his
lower average at college. Practical experience compensated
somewhat for a lack of scholarship, but time consumed in
working was undoubtedly a deterrent to his studies.

- 33 Case 17
1. Chronological age

— 33

2. I.Q* — 112
3* School arerage
a* High school — 90
b* Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy _ 96
4* Science marks
a. High sohool — chemistry - 98, biology 95. physics 93, mathematics * 90
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmaoy _
chemistry - 95, mathematics - 96
5* Work experience
a* High seheol — 1 year (not in a drug store)
b* Western Massachusetts Sohool of Pharmaoy — 3 years
e. Military serriee — in the army as a medical technologist,
instructor and assistant director of a laboratory school,
surgical technician, and pharmacist technician
d* Time elapsed between high school and college — Home
6• Courses followed
a* High sohool — College Course
b* Western Massachusetts Sohool of Pharmaoy -- 4 year course
7* legistration in Pharmaoy
a* How long registered pharmacist — 6 months
b* How long in present position -- 6 months
3* Interest in pharmacy — His Interest in pharmacy was aroused
because it was the field which ofrered the most in remunera¬
tion and security to him* It also coincided with his previ¬
ous training in scientific work*
9* Conclusion; With an 1*3* of 112, he maintained an average of
A both in high sohool and college* He had extensive training
in the sciences prior to his service in the armed service, and
this was augmented by his time in the army. He had earned a
B.S* degree in ehemistry before entering pharmacy sohool. He
utilized his potential to the fullest.

- 34 Cast 16
1* Chronological age — ZZ
2« I<Q*

101

3* School average
a* High sohool — 87
b. Western Massachusetts Sehool of Pharmacy_86
4* Seienee narks
a* High sehool — biology - 88 # physios - 65.
nathenatles - 70
b* Western Massachusetts Sehool of Pharnaoy —
chemistry *95, nathenatlos - 80
5* Work experience
a*
b.
o•
d*

High sehool •- 3 years
Western Massachusetts Sehool of Pharaaey — 4 years
Military service — Hone
Tine elapsed between high sehool and eollege — 1 year

6. Courses followed
a• High sehool — College Course
b • Western Hassaehnsetts Sehool of Pharnaoy — 4 year course
/

7. Registration in Pharnaoy
• a* How long registered pharmaeist — 6 months
b* How long in present position— 6 nonths
8. Interest in pharnaoy — He\r interest in pharnaoy was aroused
hy working in a dxug store while in high sehool.
9. Coneluslon: With an I.Q« of 101 and a high sehool average of
B, her average dropped to a C in eollege* Her grades in
seienee at high sonoolmre: biology - B, physios - D. At
eollege she aohievod an A in ehenlstry, which was a narked im¬
provement. Her nathenatles grades remained oonstant in both
high sehool and eollege, for she naintained a C average.

- 35 Case 19
1* Chronological age -- 26
2. I.Q. -- 118
3, Sohool average
a. High sohool — 73
b* Western Massachusetts Senool of Pharmaoy — 88
4* Selenee Marfa
a» High aonool — general aolenee - 75, mathematiea - 85
b* Western Massachusetts Sohool of Pharmaoy _
ohemistry - 84, mathematioa - 86
5* Work experience
a*
b.
o*
d.

Hlgn aohool — 1 year
Western Massachusetts Sohool of Pharmaoy — 3 years
Military aerrloe — Radio operator and meehanlo
Tine elapsed between high aohool and eollege — 5 years

6» Courses followed
a* High aohool — Commercial Course
bm Western Uaasaehuaetta Sohool of Pharmaoy —• 4 year eourae
7* Registration in Pharmaoy
a* How long registered pharnaoist — 6 months
b. How long in present position — 6 months
8* Interest in pharmaoy — His interest in pharmaoy began In 1945,
and was aroused by his interest in scienoe. He was interested
in the new disooveries in pharmaoy and the rewards he felt it
offered*
9* Conclusion: With an I*Q* of 118, he maintained a C average
while in high sohool* After serving in the armed services,
he entered college where he maintained a B average, denoting
that maturity and ezperienoe were benefioial* It is evident
that he did not apply himself while in high sohool*

1* Chronological age -- 90
2* I *Q •

108

9* School arerage
a* High school — 79
h« Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 99
4* Science mar he
a» High school — general science - 79, chemistry • 83
mathematics -70
h. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy _
chemist XT’-95, mathematics-93
5* Work experience
a. High school — 2 years (not in a drug store)
b, Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy_3£ years
Of Military serrice — Technical sergeant in the air force
d. Time elapsed between high school and college — 8 years
6• Courses followed
a* High school — College Course
b* Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 4 year course
7* Registration in Pharmacy
a* How long registered pharmacist — 6 months
b* How long in present position — 6 months
8* Interest in pharmacy -- His Interest in pharmacy was encour¬
aged by an early liking for anything connected with the field
of medicine* It veemed to him that pharmacy was a field
closely allied to medicine, and yet, within his reach*
9* Conclusion: With an I*Q* of 108 this individual showed a mark¬
ed improvement in his studies in college; for he had an average
of C in high school and an average of A at college — this de¬
spite a lapse of eight years between high sohool and college,
and the fact that he worked while attending college* Perhaps
experience gained in the service, plus a greater maturity,
were the influencing factors in his accomplishments at college*

*-"*•**^1
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- 37 Caae 21
1* Chronological age — 25
2. I.Q. — 104
3* School average
a* Sign school — 65
b* Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 83
4* Science marks
a. High school — general science - 80, mathematics - 65
h* Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy_
chemistry - 81# mathematics - 75
8* Work experience
a*
b.
c*
d.

High school -- None
Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy_2 years
Military service — Tes
Time elapsed between high school and college — 4 years

6* Courses followed
a* High school — College Course
b* Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy -- 4 year course
7. Registration in Pharmacy
a* How long registered pharmacist -- 6 months
b* How long in present position — 6 months
8* Interest in pharmacy — His interest in pharmacy was aroused
by working in a drug store.
9* Conclusion: With an I*Q* of 104 and a high school average of
68, his average in college rose to a C, This shows a decided
improvement, probably due to concentrated effort and a change
in attitude toward studying* Sinoe his marks in oollege were
an improvement over those he attained at high school, it
would seem he should have passed the State Board Examination
at the initial effort* That he did not may be attributed to
some imponderable*

38
Case gg
1. Chronological age — 30

2* I.Q * — Hone established
3* Senool areraga
a* High school — 93
h. Western Hassaohusetts School of Pharm&oy _ 82
4* Science narks
a* High sohool — general science - 88, chemistry - 87.
physics - 94, mathematics - 90
h* Western Hassaohusetts School of Pharmacy —
chemistry - 81, mathematies - 80
5* Work experience
a*
b*
c*
d*

High school — Hone
Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy -- 4 years
Military nerriee — Hone
Time elapsed between high school and college — 4 years

6* Courses followed
%

a* High sohool — College Course
b* Western Massachusetts Senool of Pharnaey — Special Course
i

7* Registration

in Pharmacy

a* How long registered pharmaoist — 4 years
b* How long in present position — 3 years
8* Interest in pharmaey -- After three years of study at a
religious seminary, he was forced to leave because of ill
health* When he was able to resume study, he chose pharmacy
as a field in which his background in scientific subjects
would be most helpful, for general science, chemistry, and
physics had been included in his curriculum*
9* Conclusion: His average in high sohool was 93, while in
college it dropped to C* His marks in science and mathe¬
matics also dropped* This may have been due to ill health
and/or length of time away from school* Since no I.Q* was
established, it is difficult to assess his ability; but his
high school marks evidenced ability* Perhaps the fact that
he worked four years while at college would imply that his
marks suffered for the time spent in working* He attributes
his failure to lack of practical experience in a drug store.
He is now proprietor of his own drug store and has been for
three years*

Case 23
1* Chronological age — 37
Z» I »Q • — None established

3* Softool arerage
a. Hign sohool — 65
b. Westorn Massachusetts Softool of Pharmacy _ 85
4* Solonoo narJcs
a* High Softool —botany - 76, soology - 83, physios - 81,
mathematics - 82
#
b. Western Massachusetts Softool of Pharmacy_
onemiatry - 78, mathematics - 80
5. WorJc oxporloneo
a*
b.
c#
4.

High. Softool -- 1 year
Western Massachusetts Softool of Pharmacy — 4 years
Military service — Hone
Time elapsed between ftign sonool and oolloge — 17 years

6* Courses followed
a* Hign sonool -- College Course
b* Western Massachusetts Softool of Pharmacy — Special Course
7* Registration in Pftarmaoy
a* How long registered pftarmaolst — 3 years
b. How long in present position — 3 years
8* Interest in pharmacy — His Interest began in high school
with a desire to alleviate suffering*
i

9* Conclusion: His average rose from a 65 in high sonool to a C
in college* There was [no established I*Q*, but it may be assumed
that he approached oapftoity in college (witness the rise in
narJcs alluded to above )\ He attributes his failure to t parttime course; also, the fact that he worlced too many hours de«
nied him the time needed for study*

- 40
Case 24
1. Chronological age — 22
2*, I*Q»

1E1

35. Softool average
a* Hlgft seaool — 89
Western Massachusetts Softool of Pharmaoy _ 82
4* Solenee marks
a* Hlgft Softool — general solenoe - 94, physios - 86.
mathematics - 88
'
h. Western Hassaonusetts Softool of Pharmacy_
chemistry - 81, natftematles - 80
5* Work experience
a*
h*
e*
d*

High school — 2 years
Western Hassacftusetts Softool of Pharmacy_4 years
Military serrloe — None
Time elapsed between hlgft Softool and college _ Home

6* Courses followed
a* Hlgft eoftool — College Course
b* Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — Special Course
7* Registration In Pharmacy
a* How long registered pharmacist — 5 years
b* How long In present position — 3 years
8* Interest in pharmacy — WorJc in a drug store while in high
school, plus the Influence of an older brother who also work¬
ed in a drug store, were the deciding factors in his study¬
ing pharmacy.
9* Conclusion: With a hlgft senool average of 89 and an I.Q* ef
121, it may be assumed that he approaehed capacity work while
In high sehool* At college his average dropped to a C, prob¬
ably due to time spent In working* He attributes his failure
to lack ef study, thus emphasising the fact that work oonsumed too much of ftia time*
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- 41 Case 25
1. Chronological age — 24
2% I.Q. — 117
S. Sonool average
a* Hlgn sohool — 88
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy_86
4. Solonoo marxs
a* High school — gcnoral solonoo - 77, biology - 85.
chemistry - 75, mathematics - 92
b. Wostorn Massaohusotts Sohool of Pharmaoy_
chemistry - 87, raathoraatlos - 80
5* Work ozporionco
a*
b.
*•
d.

High school — l year
Wostorn Massachusetts Sohool of Pharmacy .. 4 years
Military sorrloo — Hone
Time elapsed between high school and eollego — Hone

6• Courses followed
a* High school — Commercial Course
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — Special Course
i

7* Registration in Pharmaoy
a* Hew long registered pharmacist — 1 year
b. How long in present position — 1 year
8. Interest in pharmacy — She became interested in pharmaoy due
to her working experience in a drug store while in high school.
?. Conclusion: With a high sohool arerage of 88 and an I.Q. of
117, it may be assumed that she approached capacity work while
in high school. Sren though her arerage at eollego fell from
an 88 in high school to a C, she still seemed to approach
capacity. While the hours she worked did not rislbly affect
her marks, they did act to her disadrantage and were probably
an important factor in her failure. She attributes her fail¬
ure to lack of study.

/

- 42 Case 26
1« Ckronologlttl agt •- 28
2* I.Q. — Horn# established
8# School average
&« High sohool — 86
b, Western Massachusetts Sohool of Pharmaoy_85
4* Soienoe narks
a* High sohool — chemistry - 95, physios - 87.
mathematics - 90
h* Western Maasaohuaetts School of Pharmacy —
chemistry - 88, mathematics • 90
5* Work experience
a*
b.
e,
d,

High school — Home
Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 4 years
Military service — Home
Time elapsed between high school and college — Hone

6, Courses followed
a* High school — College Course
b, Western Massachusetts Sohool of Pharaaoy — 4 year course
7* Registration in Pharaaoy
a* How long registered pharmacist — 2 years
b, How long in present position — 2 years
8, Interest in pharmacy — Her Interest originated in high school;
she had read about it and was influenced by friends already
studying pharmacy*
9* Conclusion: Her average in high school' was 86, while in college
it dropped to a C. Since in high sohool she evinced a profi¬
ciency in chemistry and mathematics, and was interested in phar¬
macy, it was apparent' that she had an aptitude for the study of
pharmacy. Her marks fell considerably in her senior year in
college and her failure at the State Board may be related to
this. She attributes her failure to lack of confidence due to
the imminence of the examination. It is probably true that the
time consumed in working was also a contributing factor to her
failure•

X* Chronological ago — 22
2* I*Q*

104

2* School average
a* High school — 77
h* Western Massachusetts Sohool of Pharmacy_82
4* Seienee marks
a* High school — general soienoe - 75, biology - 75
chemistry - 95, mathematics - 70
h* Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy_
chemistry - 75, mathematics - 87
5* Work experience
a*
b*
o*
d*

High sohool — Hone
Western Massachusetts Sohool of Pharmacy -- 4 years
Military service — Hone
Time elapsed between high school andneollege — None

6« Courses followed
a* High school — College Course
b* Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy -- 4 year course
/

7* Registration in Pharmacy
a* How long registered pharmacist — 2 years
b* How long in present position — 2 years
8« Interest in pharmacy — In her senior year in high sohool a
pharmacist who is a friend of her family persuaded her that
pharmacy was a better field than nursing*
9* Conclusion: With a high school average of 77 and an I.Q* of
104, her average in oollege rose to a C probably due to more
concentrated effort* She attributes her failure to lack of
experience in the typo of examination given, and nervousness*
While practical experience proved helpful to her at school and
resulted in higher marks in mathematics, it did not prove help¬
ful to her in her first attempt to pass the State Board Exam¬
ination*

(

- 44 Case 28
1* Chronological age — 23
2* I.Q. — Hone established
3* School average
a. High eehool — 78
*• Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy_88
4. Science marks
a* High school — general science - 90. biology - 73,
physiology - 88, mathematics ~ 76
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy —
chemistry - 79, mathematics - 80
5* Work ezperienee
a*
b.
o.
d.

High school — Hone
Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 4 years
Military service — Hone
Time elapsed between high school and college — Hone

6. Courses followed
a* High school — College Course
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 4 year course
7* Registration in Pharmacy

,

a* How long registered pharmaolst — 1 year
b. How long in present position — 1 year
8. Interest in pharmacy — in Interest in soienee and a curiosity
concerning medicine, plus tfre desire for an interesting career
motivated him to study pharmacy*
9* Conclusion: Though his average rose from 78 in high school to
a B in college, his marks in chemistry and mathematics were
mediocre. Extra-curricular activities and time spent working
may have been the deciding factors in his failure; yet his
marks did not visibly suffer. Perhaps nervousness may account
for his failure, at least partially.

V.

- 45 Caw 29
1* Chronological ago — 32
2* I *Q • — None established
2* School average
a* High school — 75
b* Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 80
4* Science marks
*• High sohool — biology - 70, mathematics - 82
b* Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy —
chemistry - 80, mathematics - 85
5* Work experience .
a*
b.
e*
d*

High school — None
Western Massachusetts Sohool of Pharmacy — 4 years
lCilitary serrice — None
Time elapsed between high sohool and college — 10 years

6. Courses followed
a* High sohool — Commercial Course
b* Western Massachusetts Sohool of Pharmacy — 4 year course
7 • Registration in pharmacy
a* How long registered pharmaoist — 4 years
b* How long in present position — 4 years
8* Interest in pharmacy -- After working for a time, in a factory,
he found oonditions unbearable and decided to go to sohool to
better himself* He ohose pharmacy as being the career most
within his reach*
9* Conclusion: His high sohool average was 75 and in college he
maintained this C average* Evidently the lapse of time be¬
tween high sohool and college did not prove a handicap despite
the fact that it was not time spent in eonneotion with phar¬
macy* He attributes his failure to lack of attention to his
studies, possibly due to a limited capacity.

v

- 46 Case 80
1. Chronological age — 42!
2* I«Q« — Hone established
2• School average
a* High school — 94
b. Western Massachusetts Sehool of Pharmaoy _ 81
4* Seienee narks
a* High sehool — chemistry - 92, mathematics - 95
b» Western Massachusetts Sehool of Pharmacy _
oherniatry • 81, mathematics « 81
5* Work experience .
a*
b.
o.
d.

High school
Hone
Western Massachusetts Sehool of Pharmacy — 4 years
Military service — Hone
Time elapsed between high sehool and college — 20 years

6* Courses followed
a* High school -- College Course
b* Western Massachusetts School of Pharmaoy — Special Course
7* Registration in Pharmaoy
a* How long registered pharmacist — 2 years
b* How long in present position — 2 years
8* Interest in pharmacy — Her interest in pharmacy was aroused
during the war when there was a shortage of pharmacists; her
husband owns a drug store and she sought registration to help
him.
9* Conclusion: Her average in high school was 94, while in col¬
lege it dropped to a 0. k lapse of many years between high
school and college may account for this drop in marks, for
these years were spent as housewife, and she engaged in no
study at all during this period* She attributes her failure
to lack of confidence* The time spent working in a drug store
plus caring for her home, may also have been Important factors
in her failure*

Case SI
1. Chronological age — 45
2. I.Q • — Nona established
3. School agerage
a. High sohool — 74
b. Western Maesaohusetts Sohool of Pharmacy _ 83
4* Selenoe narks
a* High sohool — general selenoe - 70, Mathematics - 70
b. Western Massachusetts Sohool of Pharmacy_
chemistry - 80, mathematics - 85
5* Work experience
a*
b.
o.
d.

High sohool -- 2 years
Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 4 years
Military Berries -- None
Time elapsed between high sohool and college — 23 years

6* Courses followed
a* High sohool — College Course
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — Special Course
7. Registration in Pharmacy
a* How long registered pharmacist -- 4 years
b. How long in present position -- 4 years
8* Interest in pharmacy — Her family owns a drug store and she
had worked in it most of her life. She was prompted to seek
registration after her brother had become registered.
9. Conclusion: Her average in high school was 74, and it remained
a C in college. Since she worked for many years in the family
drag store, the practical experience gained must have been bene¬
ficial, yet she lacked the theory which is as necessary as the
pxaotieal experience to the successful pharmacist. She attributes
her failure to the part-time course.

■
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- 48 Case 32
1. Chronological ago — 37
2• I«Q• — None established
3* School arerage
a* High sohool — 78
b. Western Massachusetts Sohool of Pharmacy_84
4*

Seienoe marks
a* High school — matheaatlos - 86, (no seienoe)
b. Western Massachusetts Sohool of Pharmaoy —
chemistry - 75, mathematios - 92

5* Work experienoe
a*
b.
e.
d.

High sohool — None
Western Kassaohnsetts Sohool of Pharmaoy -- 4 years
Military service — Pharmaoy instmoter
Time elapsed between high sohool and oollege — 20 years

6• Courses followed
a* High sohool — General Course
b. Western Massachusetts Sohool of Pharmaoy — Special Course
7* Registration in Pharmaoy
a* How long registered pharmacist — 3 years
b. How long in present position — 6 months
8* Interest in pharmaoy — His interest began in 1940, when he
deoided that pharmaoy offered the security whieh he desired
in a career.
9. Conclusion: His average in high sohool was 78, and he main¬
tained this C average in oollege. Sinoe he worked in phar¬
macy while in the service, the time spent away from sohool
did not hinder him. He attributes his failure to lack of
confidence, but the time spent in working may have been part¬
ly responsible for his failure. Although he has been register¬
ed for three years, for the past six months he has been pro¬
prietor of his own drug store.

- 49 Cage 33
1* Chronological age — 27
2, I.Q* •• 116
3, School average
a* High school — 88
b* Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy_82
4 ♦ Science narks
»

~

a* High school — chemistry - 84, physios - 92.
mathematics - 90
b« Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy_
chemistry - 83, mathematics - 80
5* Work experience
a*
b.
c.
&•

High school -- Hone
Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy_4 years
Military service — Pharmacistvs mate
Time elapsed between high school and collage — Hone

6* Courses followed
a* High school — General Course
b, Western Massachusetts School of Pharmaoy — Special Course
7, Registration in Pharmaoy

'

a. How long registered pharmacist — 3 years
b. How long in present position — 3 years
8* Interest in pharmacy •- His interest was aroused while in high
school because he attained good marks in soienoe courses. He
was also influenced by the faot that he could work and attend
pharmacy school at the same time,
9, Conclusion: With an I.Q, of 116 and a high school average of
88, it may be assumed that he did capacity work. At eollege
his average dropped to a C, which may have been due to too many
hours of work. He attributes his failure to laok of experience
and the part-time course; the first time he took the examihation
he was admittedly unprepared, and it was not until he attended
school regularly for a time that he was able to pass the State
Board Examination,

so Case

554

1* Chronlogical age — 30
2. I.Q. — 113
3* School average
a* High school — 76
h. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 77
4* Science marics
a« High school — general science - 73, chemistry - 80
physics - H3, mathematics - 78
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy _
chemistry - 80, mathematics - 77
5, Work experience
a*
b*
c.
d.

High school -- 1 year (not in a drug store)
Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy -- 4 vears
Military service — Ordnance
Time elapsed between high school and college — 13 years

6« Courses followed
a* High school — College Course
b, Western Massachusetts Scnool of Pharmacy — Special Course
7# Registration in Pharmacy
a. Hew long registered pharmacist — 2 years
t>« How long in present position — 2 years
8* Interest in pharmacy — His interest in pharmacy was aroused
by a friend who was a pharmacist.
9. Conclusion: With an I.Q, of 113 and a high school average of
76, his average dropped to a D in college. He attributes his
failure to the part-time course; but it is evident that the
time lapse between high school and college — time spent in a
field not allied to pharmacy — contributed to this failure.
The hours spent in working proved to be an additional handicap
to his studies.

- 51 Caee 35
1* Chronological ago — £9
2« I.Q.

96,

3* School aTcragc
a. High school — 87
b. Wcatem Massachusetts School of Pharmacy_80
4* Selenoe marks
a* High sShool — chemistry - 74, biology - 86.
mathematics - 81
*
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy —
chemistry - 75, mathematics - 75
5* Work experience
a*
b*
e.
d.

High school — 1 year
Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy —- 4 years
Military serrioe — Staff sergeant
Time lapsed between high sohool and college — Hone

6* Courses followed
a* High sohool — Commercial course
b* Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy -- Special Course
7• Registration in Pharmacy

,

a* How long registered pharmacist — 2 years
b* How long in present position — 2 years
8* Interest in pharmacy — His interest in pharmacy was due to
the security and permanent employment he felt that this field
offered.
9* Conclusion: His high sohool average of 87 and a college average of C seemed to belle an I.Q* of 96* He attributes his fail¬
ure to the part-time course; but it is evident that the time
lapse between high school and college — time spent in a field
not allied to pharmacy — contributed to his failure. His I.Q.
may have been an important factor, too*

52 Case 56
1• Chronological age — 52
r

2* I*Q•

92

5« Softool average
a* Higft Softool — 77
b. Wostom Massachusetts Softool of Pharmacy_82
4* Seienoe marks
a* Higft sohool — biology - 80t mathematics - 80
b* Wostom Massachusetts Softool of Phamaoy —
oh oasis try - 80, mathematics - 80
5* Work ozporionoo
a*
b.
Oft
4*

Higft Softool — 1 yoar (not in a drug storo)
Wostom UassaoftiLsotts Softool or Phamaoy — 4 years
Military sorrioo — Corporal in the army
Time elapsed between ftigft sohool and College — 4 years

6* Courses followed
a* Higft Softool — Conmeroial Course
bft Western Massachusetts Softool of Phamaoy — Speoial Course
7» Registration in Phamaoy
a* How long registered pharmacist — 2 years
b» How long in present position — 2 years
8* Interest in phamaoy -- Work in a drug store oonrinoed him that
phamaoy was the career he wished to follow*
9* Conclusion: With an I*3* of 92 and a ftigft school average of
77, he maintained a C average in college.. He attributes his
failure to nervousness, but perhaps his I*Q* was partly respon¬
sible* The fact that some time had elapsed between high sohool
and eollege, during whioh time he had no contact with the field
of phamaoy, may also have been an important factor. For the
past year he has been eo-proprietor of a drug store*

iffiaasBsa=»

- 53 Case 57
1. Chronological age — 51
£. I.Q. — None established
3#

School average
S’.

Softool of Pharmacy - 80

4, science Maries
a. High aohool — Physios - 79, ehomistry - 79,
>. *2s tS’nfias saohusotto Softool of Pftar«aoy —
onomistry - 89, mathematics - 80
5. Work experience
“* 5ift.”ttSaMMftwm Softool of
•^4^~r«n4
o' MUltaxy oorrieo - lot lieutenant In signal corps ann
4‘ Iciio^olapood'tttwoon Mgft school and oollog. - » »"»
6« Courses followed
Wootorn*1Saisasnnoottf*Sonool of Pharmacy -

- Special Course

7 # Registration in Pharmacy

is st s-sss SKST*--. 1ST
•• jrsaASSsa
;H iSS•ff&TSrSU-K
phases of pharnaoy to hi*.

9

Hf?.roSt sttitSd^owart study. Ho attributes his
£o\t SETS* confidence and norrousnoss.

- 84 Case 38
1* Chronological age — 28
2* I.Q* — None established
3* School average
a» High school — 74
b. Western tfassaohnsetts School of Pharmaoy_76
4* Seienoe narks
a* High 80heel — general seienee - 86, physios - 69,
chemistry - 70, physiology - 93, mathematics - 80
b* Western Hassaehnsetts School of Pharmacy_
chemistry - 80, mathematics - 77
5* Work experience
a»
b*
e.
d.

High school — 2 years (not in a drag store)
Western Hassaehnsetts School of Fharmaoy — 4 years
Military service — Medical corps
Time elapsed between high school and college — None

6• Courses followed
a* High School — General Course
b# Western Massachusetts Sohool of Pharmacy — Special Course
7* Registration in Pharmacy
a* How long registered pharmacist — 2 years
b* How long in present position — 2 years
8« Interest in pharmacy — His interest ih pharmacy began about
1939, but was prompted by no particular stimulus that he can
recall*
9* Conclusion: He maintained a high school average of C, while in
college his general average dropped to a D* His science grades
remained fairly constant for he maintained a C both in high
sohool and college; his grades in mathematics dropped from a B
in high school to a D in college* Since no I*Q* was established,
it is difficult to ascertain how these grades compared to his
ability* There was no time lapse between high school and col¬
lege, but his college career was interrupted by service in the
army medical corps* This interruption may have been the cause
of his lower grades in college, and may have attributed to his
failure.

*

- 55 Case 39
1* Chronological age — 25
2* I.Q* — Hone established
3« School average
a* High school — 85
b« Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 79
I

4* Soienoe marks
a* High sehool — general soienee - 90, physios - 77,
chemistry - 85, mathematics - 81
b* Western Massachusetts Sehool of Pharmacy -chemistry • 79, mathematics - 81
5* Work experience
a* High sehool — 1 year
b* Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 4 years
o* Military serriee — Pharmacist’s mate
d. Time elapsed “between high school and college — Non
6, Courses followed
-. High school — College Course
, _
b. Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — Special Course
7, Registration in Pharmacy
a* How long registered pharmacist -- 2 years
b, How long in present position — 2 years

*•
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cause to his failure•

CaBC 40

X* Chronological age — 36
2* I,Q« — Hone established
3* School average
a* High school — 75
b* Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 80
4* Science narks
a* High school — general science - 72, physics - 70.
nathcaatles - 78
’
h• Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy —
chemistry - 80, mathematics - 85
5* Work experience
a* High school — 2 years
b, Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy — 4 years
o. Military service — Airplane crew chief and flight
engineer
d, Time elapsed between high school and college — 9 years
6* Courses followed
a* High school — General Course
b, Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy —• Special Course
7. Registration in Pharmacy
a* How long registered pharmaoist — 2 years
b, How long in present position — 2 years
8* Interest in pharmacy — His interest was aroused by work in the
family drug store,
9, Conclusion: Sven though his education was interrupted by mili¬
tary service, which had no connection with pharmacy, he main¬
tained a C average in both high school and college. He attrib¬
utes his failure to personal difficulties, but hours worked and
readjustment to civilian life may Also have been Important
factors.
t
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AHD CONCLUSIONS

a
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CHAPTER IV
SUiiH.IARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We are concerned here with those factors which make for
the success or failure of the student in pharmacy when taking
the State hoard Examination,

Among these factors, the l.Q. is

of primary importance for it indicates the student*s natural
ability.

The distribution of l.Q.'s for the successful and unr

successful students have been compiled in Table I below.

TABLE I
Summary of distribution of l.Q.*8.

Number of
Successful

Category

0

90-94

Per
Cent
0

*Number of
Unsuccessful

Per
Cent
12.5

1
/

95-99

0

0

1

12.5

100-104

2

10

2

25

105-109

4

20

0

0

110-114

5

25

1

12.5

115-119

2

10

2

25

120-124

4

20

1

12.5

125-129

1

5

0

0

120-134

0

0

0

0

135-139

1

5

0

0

140-144

0

0

0

0

1

5

0

0

145-150

'

*Twelve l.Q,*s could not be established.

- 59 The I.Q.’s of the twenty students who passed the State Board
Examination at the initial effort were obtained; of the twentystudents who failed the State Board Examination at the initial
effort, only eight were found to have existing records of an
I.Q.

Since no existing I.Q.’s were found for twelve of the

unsuccessful students, a comparison on this basis is not com¬
pletely valid.
An examination of Table I, on the preceding page, shows
that for the successful students there are no I.Q.'s below 100,
while for the unsuccessful students there are none above 124.
The greatest number of I.Q.’s occur between 105 and 124 for the
successful.

In this category there are seventy-five per cent

of the successful students and only fifty per cent of the un¬
successful.

Fifteen per cent of the successful students are

found to have I.Q.’s above 124, whereas none of the unsuocess.

i

ful studentb has an I.Q. over 124.
The mean I.Q. for the successful students was 116.4,
while for the unsuccessful it was 10Q.

The range of I.Q. s

for the successful students is 101 - 145; the range of I.Q.’s
for the unsuccessful students is 92 - 121.
High school averages — A comparison of the high Bchool
averages of the successful and unsuccessful students whows
little divergence between the two groups in so far as the very
high and the very low averages obtained.

The distribution of

general averages achieved in high school is summarized in Ta¬
ble II.

- 60
TABLE II
Distribution of general averages obtained in high school.

Category

Eumber of
Successful

Per
Cent

Per
Cent

Humber of
Unsuccessful

60-64

2

10

0

0

65-69

1

5

2

10

70-74

1

5

2

10

75-79

4

20

9

45

80-34

1

5

0

0

85-39

10

50

6

30

90-94

1

5

1

5

95-100

0

0

0

0

Fifteen per oent of the successful students received a high
i

•

school average between 60 and 69, and only ten per cent of the
unsuccessful fall into this category*

Both groups inolude

five per cent with an average between 90 and 100*

Twenty-five

per cent of the successful students, and fifty-five per cent
of the unsuccessful students achieved an average between 70
and 79.

Fifty-five per cent of the successful students and

thirty per cent of the unsuccessful students maintained an
average between 80 and 89.

The greater percentage of the suc¬

cessful students had a B average, and the greater percentage
of the unsuccessful students had a 0 average.

The mean score

for the successful students was 80.4, and for the unsuccessful

- 61 -
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ne hi^hest average for the
successful students was 90 and for* th
’ an for the unsuccessful 94. The
unsuccessful students sained
,han t.
l6her averagss in both extremes
than the successful ones; later in the t h1
• -Later, m the table on college aver¬
ages, this situation is reversed.

of

—a£mac£ - She distribution of general averages obtained
at the School is shown in Table III whi0h follows.
___

~

tabib hi
SohoolT"ILrL?rral a7Sragea at Western Massachusetts

Category

75-79
80-86
87-92
93-100

Number of
Successful
o
12
4
2

per
Cent

Number of
Cnsuccesafoi '

per
Cent

-_
3

15

60

16

80

20

1

5

10

0

0

*the SchooT13 U36d hSre are based *P<» the marking system 8f
"h9 aV6raSe °btained b*

greater percentage of the success¬

ful and unsuccessful students was a C.

alxty per cent of the

successful students and eighty per cent of the unsuccessful
students gained an average of C in college.

There is little

difference in the D averages earned; ten per cent of the suc¬
cessful, and fifteen per cent of the unsuccessful occur in
this group,

Twenty per cent of the successful and five per

cent of the unsuccessful students had an average of 3; ten ner
cent of the successful and none of the unsuccessful gained an
average of A.
A comparison of Table II, page 60, and Table III, page 61,
shows that the successful students did not maintain as high
averages in college as they had in high school; for fifty-five
per cent had a B average in high school, and sixty per cent
had a C average in college.

The grades of the unsuccessful

students, on the other hand, remained constant both in high
school and college; fifty-five per cent had a C average in
high school, and eighty per cent maintained a C average in
college.

The low averages for the successful and unsuccess¬

ful both In high school and college did not differ greatly.
In the high averages there is a discrepancy between the high
school averages and the college averages.

For the successful

and unsuccessful students both had five per cent with an A
average; in college thirty per cent of the successful students
had averages of B and A, while only five per cent of the un¬
successful had averages of B.
The mean score of college averages for the successful stu¬
dents was 80.4, while for the unsuccessful students it was 82.4.
The range of college averages for the successful students was
79 - 96; while the range for the unsuccessful was 76 - 88.
Combination of science courses followed in high school —
The combination of science courses followed in high school is

- 63 readily seen in Table IV.

TABLE IV
Science course combinations followed in high sohool.
Category

Humber of
Successful

Per
Cent

Humber of
Unsuccessful

Per
Cant

Biology only

2

10

2

10

Biology and chemistry

2

10

2

10

Biologyandgeneral science

2

10

0

0

Biology and physics

1

5

1

5

Biology, chemistry and
general science

2

10

2

10

Biology, chemistry, and physics

1

5

1

5

Biology, general science and
physica

1

5

0

0

Chemistry and general science

1

5

0

0

Chemistry, general science
and physios

i

10

10

Chemistry, physics and
physiology

1

5

0

0

Chemistry and physics

3

15

3

15

General science only

2

10

2

10

General science and physics

0

0

2

10

General science, biology
and physiology

U

0

1

5

Chemistry only

0

General science, physics,
chemistry and physiology

0

C

1

5

Ho science

0

0

1

5

- 64 This table shows that more of the successful students
took biology in high school than did the unsuccessful.

As far

as the other sciences are concerned (chemistry, physics, gen¬
eral science), there is very little difference between the
successful and unsuccessful students,

The only other science

course taken in high school was physiology, and more unsuccess¬
ful students took this course than did successful ones.
this is true,

While

it also follows from fable IV that all of the

successful students took at least one science course while at¬
tending high school; there is one unsuccessful student who took
It can also be seen from Table IV that more

no science at all.

of the successful students took two or three science courses
than did the unsuccessful.

Chemistry was the science course

followed by the greatest number of students, both successful
and unsuccessful.

,

Science averages obtained in high school -- The distribu¬
tion of averages obtained in high school science courses is
compiled in Table V.

This table shows little divergence in

the 3 and C averages maintained by the successful and unsuc¬
cessful students.

Both groups had forty-five per cent of the

students gaining a B average; forty per cent of the successful
students and thirty-five per cent of the unsuccessful students
had 0 averages in science courses.

.None of the unsuccessful

students, and only five per cent of the successful students
earned an average of D.

Ten per cent of the successful and

fifteen per cent of the unsuccessful students maintained an A
average•

TABLE V
Distribution of high school averages obtained in scienoe
courses.

Category

Number of
Suocessful

Per
Cent

^Number of
Unsuccessful

Per
Cent

60-64

0

0

0

0

65-69

1

5

0

U
•

70-74

3

15

3

15

75-79

5

25

4

20

80-84

2

10

7

25

85-89

7

55

2

10

90-94

1

5

3

15

95-100

1

5

0

0

*1 no scienoe.
In the very low and very high science averages, the unsuccess¬
ful students had better grades than the successful ones.

Al¬

though this statement can readily be proved by Table V, the
mean averages for both groups show almost no difference.

The

mean average for the successful students is 81.7, and for the
unsuccessful students is 81.2.

The range of grades for the

successful students is 69 - 96; the range for the unsuccessful
students is 70 - 92.

While the highest mark earned by the suc¬

cessful students is 96, and by the unsuccessful 92; the latter
had a greater percentage of grades between 90 and 92.

■w*.

-

66
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High school averages in mathematics -- The distribution of
general averages for mathematics maintained in high school fol¬
lows in Table VI below.

TABLE VI
Distribution of high school mathematics.averages.

Category

Humber of
Successful

Per
Cent

Number of
Unsuccessful

Per
Cent

0

u

0

0

1

5

70-74

4

20

3

15

76-79

5

15

3

15

80-84

3

15

6

30

85-89

7

35

•3

,10

90-94

2

10

4

20

95-100

0

0

1

5

1

5

65-69

BO-64

%

This table shows that five per cent of both groups maintained
a D average in mathematics.

Thirty- five per cent of the sue-

cessful and thirty per cent of the unsuccessful students had
C averages.

A greater percentage of successful students had

a B average than did the unsuccessful,

Jj'ifty per cent of the

successful and forty per cent of the unsuccessful had averages
of B.

The greatest difference shown in Table VI is that of

the highest averages gained in mathematics.

Twenty-five per
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0

6

30

4

20

5

25

12

60

13

65

8

40

2

10

3

15

7

35

0

0

0

0

of*theSchool.obo89n here are based upon the marking system
This table shows that twenty-five per cent of the successful
and thirty per cent of the unsuccessful received grades of D
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in chemistry.

Twenty-five of the successful and sixty per cent

of the unsuccessful received grades of 0 in chemistry.

Thirty-

five per cent of the successful and only ten per oent of the un¬
successful received grades of B in chemistry.

Fifteen per cent

of the successful and none of the unsuccessful received grades
of A in chemistry.

More of the successful students earned

higher grades in chemistry than did the unsuccessful.

The mean

score in chemistry for the successful students is 85.4; the
mean score for the unsuccessful students is 80.2.

The range of

grades earned in chemistry for the successful students is 75 95; the range of grades in chemistry for the unsuccessful is
75 - 89.
Table VII also shows the distribution of grades obtained
in mathematics at Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy.
None of the successful and twenty per oent of the unsuccessful
students have averages of B in mathematics.

Twenty-five per

oent of the successful and sixty-five per cent of the unsuccess¬
ful have averages of C in mathematics.

Forty per oent of the

successful and fifteen per cent of the unsuccessful have aver¬
ages of B in mathematics.

Thirty-five per cent of the success¬

ful and none of the unsuccessful students received averages of
A in mathematics.

None of the successful received averages of

B, and none of the unsuccessful received averages of A.

The

mean score for mathematics for the successful is 88.8; the mean
score for the unsuccessful is 82.

The range of grades obtained

in mathematics for the successful students is 80 - 96; the
range of grades for the unsuccessful students is 75 - 92.
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both in high school and college:

ninety per cent in college

and thirty-five per cent in high school received averages of
C or B; ten per cent in college and forty-five per cent in
high school received averages'of B; none in college and fif¬
teen per cent in high school received an average of A.
A similar situation is witnessed when comparing the grades
received in mathematics in high school and college*

Table VI

on page 66, and Table VII on page 67, show this to be true.
Again, the grades obtained in mathematics by the successful
students remained fairly constant.

Llore of the successful re¬

ceived lower marks in mathematics in high school than they did
in college.

Forty per cent in high school, and only twenty-

five per cent in college, received marks of C or D in mathema¬
tics.

Sixty per cent in high school and seventy-five per cent

in college received marks of B or A in mathematics.

More of

the successful received A in mathematics at college than did
in high school; and none received D in mathematics in college.
The unsuccessful students differed greatly in marks gained in
mathematics both in high school and college.

Thirty-five per

cent in high school and eighty-five per cent in college receiv¬
ed averages of 0 or D; forty per cent in high school and fif¬
teen per cent in college received gradeB of B; twenty-five per
cent in high school and nine in college received averages of A
In mathematics.

On the whole, the successful students received

better grades in mathematics and science in oollege than did
the unsuccessful.

jork experience in high school — A summary of the length
of work experience while attending high school follows in fable
VIII.

TABLE VIit
Summary of length of work experience while in high school.

Category

Number of
Successful

None

Per
Cent

Number of
Unsuccessful

Per
Cent

7

35

8

40

1 year (Drug store)

3

15

5

25

2 years(
3

"

(

n

«

"

)

4

20

3

15

"

)

1

5

0

0

5

25

4

20

Other work

Work experience in a drug store varies greatly:

tending the

soda fountain, selling patent medicines and medioaments, cos¬
metics and other items; filling stock bottles, unpacking mer¬
chandise, and filling prescriptions under the supervision of
registered pharmacists,

approximately the same number of

successful and unsuccessful students did not work at all while
attending high school.

Forty per cent of the successful and

forty per cent of the unsuccessful students worked in drugstores
while attending high school,

twenty-five per cent of the suc¬

cessful, and twenty per cent of the unsuccessful students,
worked in a field not concerned with pharmacy.

72 Work experience in college — A summary of the length of
work experience while attending Western Massachusetts School
of Pharmacy is shown in fable IX,

TABLE IX
Summary of work experience while at Western Massachusetts
School of Pharmacy.

Category

Number of
Successful

Per
Cent

Number of
Unsuccessful

Per
Cent

1

year

0

0

0

0

2

years

2

10

i

5

3

years

6

30

0

0

Si'

years

1

5

0

0

4

years

11

55

19

/

95

All of the successful and unsuccessful students worked in drug
stores while attending western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy,
All of the successful and unsuccessful students worked at least
two years while at the School,

Only five per cent of the un¬

successful worked two years, and ninety-five per cent worked
four years,

fhe successful students* range of working was

greater than the unsuccessful students*,

fen per cent worked

two years, thirty per cent worked three years, five per cent
worked three-and-a-half years, and fifty-five per cent worked
four years.
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Courses followed in high school -- A summary of courses
followed in high school is compiled in 'l'able Z.

TABLE X
Summary of courses followed in high school.

Category

Number of
Successful

Eer
Cent

11

55

12

50

Commercial

4

20

4

20

General

5

25

4

20

College

Number of
Unsuccessful

Eer
Cent

There is very little divergence in the oourses followed by the
successful and unsuccessful students.
the successful

Eifty-five per cent of

and sixty per cent of the unsuccessful students

took the college course.

Twenty per cent of both the success¬

ful and unsuccessful students took the commercial course.
Twenty-five per cent of the successful and twenty per cent of
the unsuccessful students took the general course,

liore of

the students followed the college course in both the success¬
ful and unsuccessful groups than followed any other course.
Courses followed at Western Massachusetts School of Phar¬
macy -- A summary of the courses followed at the School in
compiled in Table XI, which follows.

74 TABLE XI
Summary of courses followed at Western Massachusetts
School of Pharmacy.

Category

Special Course
4-year Course

Number of
Successful

Per
Cent

15
19

95

Number of
Unsuccessful

Per
Cent

15

75

5

25

Only five per cent of the successful students followed the
Special Course, while seventy-five per cent of the unsuccessful
students followed this course.

Ninety-five per cent of the

successful students followed the Pour-year Course, and twentyfive per cent of the unsuccessful students took the Pour-year
Course.

,

Students who hold other degrees — A summary of students
who held other degrees before entering Western Massachusetts
School of Pharmacy is compiled in Table XII below.

TABLE XII
Summary of students who held other degrees before enter¬
ing We stern Massachusetts School of Pharmacy.

Category

Number of
Successful

Per
Cent

Number of
Unsuccessful

Per
Cent

None

19

95

20

100

B.S.

1

5

0

0
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Chronological age - Summary of Ohronologioal age when
students passed the State Board Examination follows in Sable
XIII.

TABLE IIII
Summary of chronological age when students passed the
state Board Examination.

Category

Number of
Successful

Ber
Cent

12

60

7

35

26-30

5

25

5

25

31-35

2

10

3

15

35-40

1

5

3

15

41-45

0

0

2

10

21-25

Number of
Unsuccessful

Per
Cent

i

This table shows that eighty-five per cent of the successful
students were between the ages of twenty-one and thirty, and
3ixty per cent of the unsuccessful students were between the
ages of twenty-one and thirty.

Fifteen per cent of the suo-

oessful and thirty per cent of the unsuccessful students were
between the ages of thirty-one and forty.

Hone of the success¬

ful students was above forty years of age, while ten per cent
of the unsuccessful were between the ages of forty-one and
forty-five.

I’he mean score age for the successful students

was twenty-five, and the mean score for the unsuccessful stu¬
dents was thirty,

The range of ages for the successful stu-
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dents is twenty-one to thirty-seven, the range of ages for the
unsuccessful students is twenty-two to forty-five.
Length of State Registration in Pharmacy -- A summary of
the length of registration in pharmacy is compiled in Table
XIV.

TABLE XIV
Summary of length of registration in pharmacy.

Category

Number of
Successful

Fer
Cent

Number of
Unsuccessful

Fer
Cent

16

80

2

15

2 years

1

5

9

45

3

0

0

5

25

6 months - 1 year

4

11

2

10

3

5

"

1

5

0

'

15
0

This table shows that eighty per cent of the successful stu¬
dents and fifteen per cent of the unsuccessful students have
been registered for six monthB to one year.

Five per cent of

the successful students and forty-five per cent of the unsucsuccessful have been registered for two years.

None of the

successful students and twenty-five per cent of the unsuccess¬
ful have been registered for three years.

Ten per cent of the

successful students and fifteen per cent of the unsuccessful
have been registered for four years.

Five per oent of the

- 76 doats ia twenty-one to thirty-aeven, the range of agea for the
unauooeaaful atudenta ia twenty-two to forty-five.
——a—
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in Phar macy — A summary of

the length of registration in pharmacy is
compiled in Table
XIV.

TABLE XIV
Summary of length of regiatration in pharmacy.

Category

dumber of
Successful

6 months - 1 year
2 years

16
^

Per
Cent

Number of
Unsuccessful

Per
Cent

80

2

15

5

9

45
25

3

"

o

0

5

4

”

8

10

3

5

"

x

6

0

'

15
0

Thia table ahowa that eighty per cent of the suooeseful studenta and fifteen per cent of the unauocesaful atudenta have
been regiatered for aix montha to one year,

i’ive per oent of

the aucoeaaful atudenta and forty-five per oent of the unauosuooesaful have been regiatered for two yeara.

ITone of the

suooeasful atudenta and twenty-five per oent of the unsuooeaaful have been regiatered for three yeara.

fen per oent of the

auooeaaful atudenta and fifteen per oent of the unauooeaaful
have been registered for four years.

Five per cent of the

1

M

- 77 successful students and none of the unsuccessful have been
registered for five years.

The greater percentage of the suc¬

cessful students has been registered for six months to one
year.

The greater percentage of the unsuccessful students has

been registered for two or more years.
Length of time in present position — A summary of the
i

length of time in present position follows in Table XV.

TABLE XV
Summary of length of time in present posit ion.

Category

Number of
Unsuccessful

Per
Cent

Number of
Successful

Per
Cent

17

85

4

20

2 years

l

5

8

40

*7,
w

1

5

7

25

1

5

1

5

6 months - 1 year

4

If

"

This table shows that eighty-five per cent of the successful
students and twenty per cent of the unsuccessful have held
their present positions for six months to one year.

Five per

cent of the successful and forty per cent of the unsuccessful
students have held their present positions for two years.
Five per oent of the successful and thirty-five per cent of
the unsuccessful students have held their present positions
for three years.

Five per cent of both the successful and'un
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successful students have held their pre8ent positions for four
years,

The greater percentage of successful students have

been registered, and have held their present positions for si,
months to one year, as can be seen from Table XIV on page 7&
and Table XV on page 77.

The greater percentage of successful

students has been registered, and has held their present positions for two to three years.
nummary of conclusions drawn from ..t.hU8h.d
M.led in Tables T ■ XV - It is the purpose of this summary
to tabulate all of the data compiled in this chapter.

The

mean scores of the various areas, in the order in which they
appear In the case studies (Chapter III) are compiled in Ta¬
ble XVI.

in this table there is a comparison of the average

successful and unsuccessful students in their attempt to pass
the State Board Sxamination.
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TABLE XVI
Summary of conclusions drawn from established facts com¬
piled in Tables I - XV.

Category

Successful

Mean chronological age
«

I.Q.

Unsuccessful

25.5

30.0

116.4

108.0

IT

high school average

80.4

79. fc

It

college average

80.4

82.4

It

science average in
high school

81.7

81.2

mathematics average in
high school

80.4

81.6

IT

science average in college

85.4

80.2

It

mathematics average in
college '

88.8

82.0

1?

It

IT

average of drug store experi¬
ence while in high school

1.8 years

1.4 years

average of drug store experi¬
ence while in college

3.5

3.9

"

"

Course followed by most students
while in high school

College

College

Course followed by most students
while in college

4 year course

Special

Table XVI shows the following to be true:
1) The mean chronological age for the successful students
was 25.5, for the unsuccessful 30.0, a difference of 4.5 years.
2) The mean I.Q. for the successful students was 1J6.4,
for the unsuccessful 108.0, a difference of 8.4.

80 3) *he mean high school average for the successful stu¬
dent was 80.4. for the unsuccessful. 79.2. a difference of 1.2.
4) [The mean college average for the successful student
was 80.4. for the unsuccessful. 82.4. a difference of 2.0.
51 The mean science average obtained in high school for
the successful student was 80.4. for the unsuccessful, 82.4.
a difference of 2.0.
6) i'he mean science average obtained at college for the
successful student was 85.4, for the unsuccessful, 80.2. a
difference of 5.2.
7) i'he mean mathematics average obtained in high school
for the successful student was 80.4, for the unsuccessful 81.6
a difference of 1.2.
8) I'he mean mathematics average obtained at college for
the successful student was 88.8, for the unsuccessful

82.0
f

a
f

o

difference of 6.8.
9) i'he mean average of drug store experience obtained
while at high school was 1.8 years for the successful student,
1.4 years for the unsuccessful, a difference of .4 years.
10) i'he mean average of drug store experience obtained
while at college was 3.5 years for the successful student, 3.y
years for the unsuccessful, a difference of .4 years.
ID The course followed in high school by most of the stu¬
dents,

both successful and unsuccessful, was the college course.

12) In, college most of the successful students followed the
4 year course, while most of the unsuccessful•students followed
the special course.

CHAPTER V
COHCLUSIOHS, RECOl&mDATIOUS,
AHD SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

CHAPTER Y
CONCLUSIONS, RECOILIENDATIONS,
AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Conclusions — The successful students were younger than
the unsuccessful ones when they took the State Beard ^na¬
tion, they had a higher 1.5.

The auccessful students had a

higher high school average than the unsuccessful; yet the un¬
successful had a higher college average.

Perhaps this was ac¬

counted for by the fact that the unsuccessful students took
fewer courses, for when most of these students attended the
&

School they were only required to take those subjects includsd in the State Board Examination - this was called the Spe¬
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k:

cial Course and is no longer given.

lb
b

The auccessful students

it*

»;■

had a higher science average, both in high school anicollege,

to

than did the unsuccessful students.

P

The successful students’

had a lower mathematics average in high school than the unsuc¬
cessful; yet in college the successful students had the higher
mathematics average.

The successful students had more drug

store experience in high school than the unsuccessful ones;
yet the unsuccessful students had more drug store experience
while at college than did those who were successful.

lj

Most of

the successful and unsuccessful students followed the college
course while at high school,

it college most of the success¬

ful students followed the four year course, while most of the

C

unsuccessful students followed the special course.

H

I

Rfloommendationa —
1) That the student enter pharmacy school at as early an
age as possible after high school graduation.

1 .-.n~«,sn

i

b

'

^

- 83 2) That the student attain a better than average I«Q.
3) That the student have a high school average of 3
or better*
4) That the student take biology, chemistry, and physics
in high school.
5) That the student have a college average of C or bet¬
ter.
d) That the student work in a drug store for at least one
year while in high school.
7) That the student work in a drug store for three years
prior to taking the State 3oard Examination.
Q) That the student follow the college course while in
high school.
9) That the student follow the four year course in phar¬
macy school.*

'

Suggestions for further study — It is recommended that
further research be made to uncover aspects of the pharmacy
student*s career not revealed in this study.

A comparison

might be drawn between the successful and the unsuccessful stu¬
dents in order to ascertain how the grades attained in the
State Board Examination relate to the grades attained at phar¬
macy school.

A follow-up study might be made to discover how

many of the graduates have confined themselves to retail phar-

*The four year course in pharmacy is mandatory in the State of
Massachusetts.

-
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maoy; how many have gone on to do graduate work in pharmacy
or allied sciences; how many have ventured into fields of
research, industrial pharmacy, hospital pharmacy, or sales¬
manship; and how their success in these fields compared to
their school background.

A study might also be made to find

out how personal factors affect the individual student.

it?

n£k
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APPENDIX I
LETTER OP TRANSMITTAL
Western Massachusetts School of Pharmacy
694 Chicopee Street
Willimansett, Massachusetts
March —t 1950

Dear-I should greatly appreciate your prompt reply to the en
closed questionnaire, sinoe it i3 a prerequisite to the Mas¬
ter of Science Degree at the University of Massachusetts
which I hope to receive in June.

Your cooperation will be

invaluable to ray study of the graduates of our school, and I
thank you for your help in this matter.
Sincerely yours,
-tinn V. Dubour

)

J

APPENDIX II,
QUESTIONNAIRE
1* What is your present position?
2. How long have you held it?
*

3. Do you intend to nake this your oareer?

/

4. What other field would you he interested in?
5. When did you graduate fro* Western Massachusetts Sehool of
Pharmacy?
6* Four-year course?

Three-year course?

Special?

7* When did you pass the State Board Examination?
8. Was it your first attempt?

Second?

Third?

9. In your opinion, which of the following contributed ma
terially to your success or failure?
Passed first time

Failed first time

a• Good curriculum
b• Good instruction
c. Experience
Full-time course

a. Poor curriculum
b. Poor instruction
o. Laok of experi¬
ence
d».Part-time course

10* Are there any other contributory causes, not already list¬
ed, that affected your success or failure? If so, please
mention the* here.
11. Bid you attend and other college?
12. What degrees, if any, do you hare?
13. What was your major subject?

Your minor?

14. What course did you take in high school?
15. What subjects did you like best?
16. In which subjects did you receive your best marks?
17. Bid you work wnile attending high school?
18. What kind of work did you do?
19. Bid you work while attending Western Massachusetts School of
of Pharmacy?

WK'.irta'HWv

m
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20. What kind of work did you do?
21. When did your interest la pharmacy begin?
22. What aroused this interest?
23. Did you serve ia the anted foreest
S4. In what eapaoity?
26 * Wa8pha™aoey?erl#a0e

* your decision to study

26* Was it toenefioial?

%
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